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A range of organisations, including the council and members of the community, have invested 
significant time and effort over a long period of time in trying to secure a future use for the Town Hall. 
This reflects the importance of the building for Haringey, and its importance to the people of Crouch End.

This exhibition explains what has happened in the past few years in developing proposals to bring 
Mountview Academy to the Town Hall and why a Plan B is now required.

In line with complex development projects the 
Mountview proposals were developed in line with 
the RIBA Plan of Work Guidance and subject to 
an independent Gateway Review to assess costs, 
delivery considerations and project risks.

The RIBA Stage C work and the Gateway Review 
of the project identified a number of challenges that 
affected the deliverability of the Mountview facility 
at Hornsey Town Hall.   

The key findings of these assessments were:

 1 That a very significant funding gap existed based 

  on a better understanding of Mountview’s 

  requirements and likely project costs.

 2 The space within the Town Hall was insufficient 

  to accommodate all Mountview activity and that to 

  accommodate appropriate studio spaces significant 

  additional development on the site was required 

  (known as Block B) also reducing the residential 

  development potential

 3 Project costs were assessed to be considerably 

  higher than initial feasibility study estimates.

 4 The identified delivery timetable was challenging 

  given the complexities of the building and 

  Mountview’s requirements. This was identified as 

  presenting significant risk to the cost estimates.

 

Following the review process extensive work has 
been undertaken by Mountview, in partnership with 
LBH & HTHCT, to find solutions to the identified issues. 
This has included:

 > Review of fundraising targets and options by Mountview

 > Review of scheme scope and cost to reduce up front 
  expenditure

 > Testing of ‘split site’ accommodation options and using other buildings in other locations instead of building 
  new accommodation on the Town Hall site

 > Review of alternative funding models including securing investment from external partners

 > Assessment of delivery approaches including using public sector borrowing powers

In January 2015, a mutual decision was taken by LBH and Mountview that the scheme was no longer 
viable and that Mountview would not be relocating to the Town Hall. Haringey are working closely 
with Mountview them to secure a new home elsewhere in the borough.

Given the risks to the Mountview proposals and LBH and HTHCT’s determination to see a sustainable 
future for the Town Hall secured it was prudent to seek a Plan B to ensure the Town Hall did not 
remain empty should the Mountivew scheme be unviable.

Together the council and HTHCT began to explore other options that could secure its future should 
the Mountview proposals be undeliverable. To guide this process the council and HTHCT have 
agreed priorities that any future use will need to achieve:   

 1 Restore Hornsey Town Hall in a way that respects its Grade II* listed status

 2 Secure a long term sustainable future for the building 

 3 Ensure/safeguard public access and opportunity for community use

 4 Should have a positive impact on the local economy

 5 Remove the council’s ongoing liability for the building

 6 The Town Hall Square will be improved by integration into the final scheme, retaining public use

 7 The council wishes to balance financial and non financial benefits from the scheme 

Securing Community Use
The 2011 Cabinet Report sets out a commitment by the council that any future use of the Town Hall will:

 > Facilitate cultural, community and other activities in the Town Hall, 

 > Provide public access to the building and 

 > Make a positive contribution to the local economy

This commitment is driving the ongoing development of the scheme 

Town Hall Square
The Town Hall Square is a highly valued resource in the town centre. However, whilst it is still a usable 
green space, in its current condition it does not provide a high quality public space that complements 
the listed Town Hall building or Crouch End.

We recognise that the Town Hall Square has unmet potential to provide a high quality public space 
that helps integrate an active Town Hall back into the town. Creating a new ‘front door’ that encourages 
shared use of the space and building.

By including the Town Hall Square within the future option we will secure investment to:

 > Improve its quality 

 > Encourage greater public use

 > Create opportunities for new activity

 > Integrate with the building

Who are Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts?

Mountview is one of the UK’s leading drama 

schools who provide training to actors, musical 

theatre performers, directors and theatre technicians.  

They developed a proposal in partnership with the 

council to occupy the Town Hall in 2010.

Explanation – RIBA Stage C:

The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) have 

an established process for building projects. This 

divides delivery steps into discrete packages of 

activity which develop the levels of detail required 

to deliver a construction project. Stage C provides 

a detailed design brief and establishes outline 

specifications, servicing requirements and 

development costs. It also reviews the delivery 

mechanism. Stage C enables a detailed 

understanding of project costs to be established.

Explanation – Gateway Review:

The Gateway Review was a formal peer review of 

the Hornsey Town Hall Renaissance Project 

undertaken in 2013. A Gateway Review is undertaken 

by an independent organisation who provide a critical 

assessment of a project and highlight risks and issues 

that could affect a project’s success. The Gateway 

Review focussed on “Business Justification” (known 

as Gate 1), its primary purpose was to confirm that 

the business case was robust.
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Securing an alternative 
sustainable future for 

the Town Hall



Strategy
Points

The range of potential options provide a clear strategy for the:

 > Appropriate route to delivery 

 > Need for one developer and/or operator to be secured

 > Need for a viable and sustainable anchor tenant

 > Delivery of development in a short timeframe

Lesson
Learned

The work has developed the council’s thinking and priorities, 
it confirms the:

 > Condition of the building & costs of repair

 > Extent and range of potential uses the market may support

 > Changing market dynamics – value and cost increases

 > Need for investment from the council

More about this work can be found on the council’s website:
www.haringey.gov.uk/hth

To ensure that any future proposal has the best chance 
of success, the council and HTHCT have undertaken a 
significant amount of technical work to understand and 
evidence the full range of potentially viable uses that 
could be attracted to the Town Hall.

Whilst the council and HTHCT remain committed to bringing the Town Hall back into active 
use both partners recognise that securing a sustainable future use is complex. Any future use 
or user will need to develop a business plan that addresses the following key challenges:

Funding
 > The future activity will need to secure a viable development that restores the listed building 
  and delivers active uses in the long term.

 > The use will need to be sustainable and provide an ongoing income to maintain the listed 
  building and remain a viable commercial operation.

Building Condition
 > The council invest c. £250,000 per annum to maintain the building in its current state. Income 
  received from interim uses has helped to offset these costs and mitigate against further damage 
  and deterioration to the building.

 > However, to bring the building back to a usable standard and appropriately fully repair and 
  restore the historic elements a step change in the scale of investment will be required.

Operator
 > The operating entity will need to deliver the ambitious aspirations of the council and the community,
  not only in securing a commercial use but also ensuring community access is preserved.

 > The operator will need sufficient experience and skill to undertake the required scale of restoration 
  work to the historic parts of the building.

 > The operator will need to provide sufficient income to undertake the ongoing maintenance of the
  listed building alongside community access.

Timescales 
 > Whilst it is right to take time to secure the most appropriate future use it is vital that further 
  delays are minimised as these will place the building at more risk and increase restoration costs.

Subject to a Cabinet decision LBH will undertake a 
formal procurement process that will:

 > Identify interested developers and operators

 > Define the mix of uses

 > Establish the delivery approach

The process will be guided  by the priorities to:

 > Deliver community access and use

 > Secure refurbishment of the building

 > Remove ongoing financial liabilities to the council

The process will be led by the council with  HTHCT 
playing an active role as a link between the project 
and the wider community.

Securing a sustainable future for the Town Hall will 
require a formal process to be undertaken to find an 
appropriate developer/operator, this process is likely 
to take at least a year. Whilst this is underway the interim 
uses will continue and the Town Hall will remain active.

Development Timeline

  By end 2015

 > Cabinet decision on preferred approach

   > Announcement of decision and next steps

     > Start formal procurement process

  2016

 > Assess submissions

   > Develop preferred delivery structure

     > Achieve cabinet approval of preferred bidder

       > Public announcement of preferred bidder, scheme concept and next steps

Interim Uses

The council have secured a range 
of interim uses, these include:

  > Filming 
  > 'Secret Cinema' event
  > Hornsey Town Hall Arts Centre 

  provide

  > Temporary office space 
  > Programme of events

Interim uses have presented new 
challenges in terms of: 

  > Health and Safety
  > Security 
  > Building preservation

Whilst these have been incredibly 
successful and demonstrate the 
enormous potential of the building 
they do not provide sufficient 
activity or income to fully restore 
& maintain the listed building

GVA is a leading strategic property, 
regeneration and finance consultant 
with a strong track record in successfully 
delivering projects of this type. They are 
working in partnership with the council 
to develop a sustainable future for the 
Town Hall site.

and their role...

Work
Undertaken

The council has undertaken work to identify a sustainable future 
use for the Town Hall, including:

 > Mountview scheme development and testing

 > Alternative use options appraisal

 > Desktop research of future demand and uses

 > Informal engagement with potential operators, developers 
  and partners

 > Formal soft market testing

 > Review of potential community access requirements

 > Development and renovation cost studies


